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Abstract: 

 
Building on a decade of continuous advances of the community, the recent development of very fast 

(60 kHz and above) magic-angle spinning (MAS) probes has revolutionised the field of solid-state 

NMR. Today, rapid “fingerprinting” of proteins by 1H detection is possible with a ten-fold reduction of 

the required sample amounts with respect to conventional approaches, not only in deuterated 

molecules but also in fully-protonated substrates. Extensive and robust resonance assignments can 

be derived rapidly for small-to-medium sized proteins (up to ca. 300 residues), opening the way to 

the determination of inter-nuclear proximities, relative orientations of secondary structural elements, 

protein-cofactor interactions, local and global dynamics.  

Fast MAS and 1H detection techniques have nowadays been shown to be applicable to membrane-

bound systems. This talk reviews the strategies underlying this recent leap forward in sensitivity and 

resolution, describing its potential for the detailed characterization of membrane proteins in lipid 

bilayers. 
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Research Profile: 

 
Dr. Guido Pintacuda studied Chemistry at the Scuola Normale Superiore in Pisa, where he 

graduated in 1997, and then completed his PhD in 2002. After working in Stockholm and Canberra, 

he moved to Lyon, where he is a CNRS Research Director (Full Professor) and head of the High-

Field NMR canter. His current research concerns the development of new solid-state NMR methods 

for complex molecular systems in chemistry and biology, mostly with the help of fast magic-angle 

spinning. He is Principal Investigator in several projects funded by national and European agencies, 

has coordinated an Initial Training Network, and in 2015 he was awarded an ERC consolidator grant 

on “Structure of paramagnetic integral membrane metalloproteins by MAS-NMR”. 
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